Montville

SOHU M R E TR E AT
SoHum Retreat… Secluded, peaceful, relaxing and only 5-minutes to the heart of Montville.
Originating from Sanskrit, SoHum is literally translated to “I am That”. Its mantra evokes
contemplation and reflection of who we are – our connection to, or being at one with, the
universe. Take some time away from life’s chaos, quiet the mind and relax the body and
reconnect with loved ones at this gorgeous 1920s original farmhouse.
Set amongst gardens and an open paddock, this property offers a secluded and modern
country retreat with polished hardwood floors and timeless furniture. The décor is inspired
by reuse, fair trade and community cooperative principles – with a number of local and
internationally handcrafted pieces creating a worldly fusion to the traditional farmhouse
setting.
It’s the perfect spot to rejuvenate, enjoy a romantic weekend away, gather the family or
prepare for a wedding.
The property features 3 bedrooms with 2 king and 1 double bed (and an ensuite to the
master bedroom), a beautiful French farmhouse dining table, country style kitchen that
walks out to your very own herb garden and a cosy sitting room with fireplace. Fitted with
modern appliances including a large gas cooktop, BBQ and dishwasher this home has all
you need for the perfect escape... escape however, means, escaping the hustle and bustle,
disengaging from technology and reconnecting with nature and to those you love.
In keeping with Sohum’s underlying ethos, and to encourage rejuvenation, you will not find
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townships and farmers' markets. Wander the walking tracks of national parks. Laugh over
board games or a deck of cards. Immerse yourself in that book you’ve been meaning
to read. Cook a delicious meal together using fresh herbs from the garden. Converse over
wine and local cheese amongst the wildlife as the sun sets. Star gaze, and fall asleep to the
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